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Detection of thinned corticospinal tract and corticoreticular pathway in a patient with a calf circumference discrepancy
In clinical practice, it is challenging to elucidate the location of the lesion in a patient's nervous system that is causing the neurologic symptoms, because lesions are often microscopic and cannot be revealed by conventional evaluation methods. However, recently developed techniques may aid clinicians in detecting these microscopic lesions. In particular, diffusion tensor tractography (DTT), derived from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), possesses the unique advantages of allowing three-dimensional visualization and estimation of neural tracts (Jang and Kwon, 2015; Kim et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2016) . Several previous studies have demonstrated that DTT can detect hidden neural tract injuries in various disorders (Jang and Kwon, 2015; Kim et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2016) . Therefore, DTT is being widely employed to accurately diagnose patients with neurologic symptoms.
In the current study, we describe a patient who presented with calf circumference discrepancy. Employing DTT, we demonstrate thinning of the right corticospinal tract (CST) and corticoreticular pathway (CRP), which correlated with our patient's symptoms.
An 8-year-old right-handed girl was referred to the rehabilitation department of our hospital because of a discrepancy in her calf circumference (Figure 1) . The Institutional Review Board of Yeungnam University Hospital approved study protocols (IRB No. YUMC-2015-07-064) .
One week before visiting our department, the patient's guardian had noticed that the girl's left calf was noticeably smaller than her right calf. The patient had no specific history of developmental delay or neurological/musculoskeletal disorders. We measured the maximal-calf, mid-thigh, mid-forearm, and mid-upper arm circumferences at the midpoint of the calf, thigh, forearm, and upper arm lengths, respectively. Circumferences were measured using a standardized measurement technique following the guidelines of the CDC's Anthropometry Procedures Manual (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2000) .We observed a calf circumference of 27.5 cm on the right side and 26.0 cm on the left side. The circumferences of the thigh, forearm, and upper arm were similar on both sides (35.0 cm, 15.2 cm, and 18.0 cm, respectively). Further physical examinations revealed slight motor weakness of the left upper and lower extremities (Medical Research Council muscle grade: 4 + ; (Table 1) . However, neither the patient's guardian nor the patient herself had previously noticed this motor weakness. We did not observe any other significant neurological symptoms, including any disruption of upper limb function, gait disturbance, or sensory and cognitive deficits.
We conducted the Purdue Pegboard Test to evaluate fine motor activity, for which the patient achieved scores within normal range (right hand: 15 [cut off < 13], left hand: 11 [cut off < 10]) (Desai et al., 2005) . Furthermore, the Nottingham Sensory Assessment suggested that tactile and kinesthetic sensations were intact, with the patient scoring full marks for both tactile (20) and kinaesthetic (24) sensations (Lincoln et al., 1998) . We also evaluated any discrepancy in leg length (from the anterior superior iliac spine to the medial malleolus of the ankle) and abnormalities of the foot or tibia using scanography and X-ray. These tests revealed no leg length discrepancy nor any tibia or foot abnormalities. Furthermore, ultrasound examination of calf muscles did not reveal any lesions. To rule out peripheral neuropathy and myopathy, nerve conduction tests and electromyography were performed. The results of these electrodiagnostic tests did not indicate any abnormalities. Finally, conventional brain and whole spine MRI did not reveal abnormal lesions.
Subsequently, we conducted DTT analysis to evaluate motor function-related neural tracts in the brain. We focused on the patient's CST and CRP, which have been identified as the most important neural tracts underlying motor function (York, 1987; Matsuyama et al., 2004) . We obtained DTI data from the patient and ten age-matched control volunteers (3 boys and 7 girls) using a 1.5-T MRI system (GyroscanIntera; Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) equipped with a synergy-L Sensitivity Encoding (SENSE) head coil using a single-shot, spin-echo planar imaging pulse sequence. For each of the 32 noncollinear and noncoplanar diffusion-sensitizing gradients, we acquired 67 contiguous slices parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line to avoid sphenoidal susceptibility artifacts. Imaging parameters were set as follows: matrix = 128 × 128, field of view = 221 × 221 mm 2 , repetition time = 10,726 ms, echo time = 76 ms, SENSE factor = 2, echo planar imaging factor = 67 and b = 1,000 s/mm 2 , number of excitations = 1, and slice thickness = 2.3 mm. Eddy current-induced image distortions were removed using affine multi-scale two-dimensional registration from the Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Brain (FMRIB) Software Library. DTI-Studio software (CMRM, Johns Hopkins Medical Institute, Baltimore, MD, USA) was used to reconstruct the CST and CRP. For CST reconstruction, a seed region of interest (ROI) was drawn over the portion of the CST located in the anterior mid-pons on a 2D fractional anisotropy (FA) color map. The target ROI was drawn on the portion of the CST located in the anterior lower pons . For CRP reconstruction, a seed ROI was placed over the reticular formation of the medulla. The target ROI was placed on the midbrain tegmentum. Fiber tracts passing through both ROIs were designated as final tracts of interest. Termination criteria used for fiber tracking were an FA value of < 0.15 and an angle change of > 60°.
Using these methods, we estimated the FA value and tract volume (TV ; Table 2 ) of the CST and CRP in the affected hemisphere. We observed that the right CST and CRP were thinner, compared with the left CST and CRP (Figure 2) . Moreover, tract volumes estimated from the right CST and CRP were more than two standard deviations smaller than the mean tract volume obtained from control participants ( Table 2) . FA values for the right CST and CRP were within a two standard deviation margin from the mean FA values obtained from controls.
In the current study, we report a patient with thinning of the right CST and CRP detected using DTT, which was associated with a smaller left calf circumference. Slight motor weakness (neither the patient nor her guardian had noticed it) was diagnosed in the upper and lower left extremities. Furthermore, tract volume estimates for the right CST and CRP were significantly decreased in our patient compared with tract volume estimates from control participants.
FA values represent the degree of directionality and integrity of white matter microstructures, such as axons, myelin, and microtubule (Assaf and Pasternak, 2008) . Tract volume is estimated by counting the number of voxels contained within a neural tract (Assaf and Pasternak, 2008) . Therefore, a decrease in tract discrepancy. Neural Regen Res 13(2): 366-368. doi:10.4103/1673-5374.226427 volume that is not accompanied by a change of FA value (as observed in our patient) indicates an injury in the respective tract, in this case the right CST and CRP. The CST and CRP are regarded as the most important neural tracts for voluntary movements (York, 1987; Matsuyama et al., 2004) . The CST primarily controls movement of distal extremities (York, 1987) and the CRP primarily controls movement of proximal extremities (Matsuyama et al., 2004) . Therefore, we think that the observed thinning of the right CST and CRP, and the reduced tract volumes, might be associated with the motor weakness exhibited by our patient in her upper and lower left extremities. Although we did not establish the exact mechanism underlying the calf circumference discrepancy in our patient, we suggest that the smaller left calf circumference can be attributed, at least in part, to her brain lesion and motor weakness.
In line with our observations, several previous studies have reported that central nervous system lesions can affect musculoskeletal maturation, owing to decreased vascularity, hormonal changes, and a lack of mechanical force and nutrients on the affected side (Lin and Henderson, 1996; Demir et al., 2006) . Moreover, our patient's calf circumference discrepancy might represent a decrease in muscle mass due to disuse (Than et al., 2016) . It is possible that there is reduced muscle action in her left calf due to her left side motor weakness, which in turn has caused a decrease in the left calf muscle mass.
In our patient, we did not observe any abnormalities using conventional MRI. However, neural tract lesions were revealed by DTT. We believe that our patient belongs to a category of patients with hemiplegic cerebral palsy (CP) because she showed brain pathology in DTT and neurologic symptoms indicative of hemiplegic CP, even though no abnormalities were detected using conventional brain MRI and there was only slight motor weakness of left upper and lower extremities (Bax, 1964) . Furthermore, the calf circumference discrepancy in our 1, palpable contraction but no visible movement; 2, movement without gravity; 3, movement against gravity; 4, movement against a resistance lower than the resistance overcome by the healthy side; and 5, movement against a resistance equal to the maximum resistance overcome by the healthy side. Neural Regen Res 13(2):366-368. doi:10.4103/1673-5374.226427 patient is consistent with results from previous studies demonstrating decreased sizes of affected extremities compared with the unaffected side in patients with hemiplegic CP (Stevenson et al., 1995; Lin and Henderson, 1996; Demir et al., 2006) . Along with our study, several DTT studies have revealed microscopic injury of neural tracts present in various disorders, including cerebral palsy, motor neuron disease, encephalitis, and traumatic brain injury (Son et al., 2007; Jang and Kwon, 2015; Kim et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2016) . Therefore, when no abnormalities are observed in conventional MRI or CT of patients showing neurologic symptoms indicative of brain lesions, we recommend performing DTT to identify microscopic lesions in neural tracts.
In conclusion, using DTT we detected thinning of the CST and CRP in the right hemisphere, which seemed to be correlated with a smaller circumference of the left calf of the patient. To the best of our knowledge, the current study is the first to demonstrate neural tract lesions in a patient with limb discrepancy between the right and left side. However, some limitations should be considered when interpreting these results. First, we were unable to explain why the circumference discrepancy only occurred in the calf muscles and not in other muscles. Second, we could not identify a cause for the lesions found in the CST and CRP. Third, we could not clearly demonstrate the relationship between the discrepancy in calf circumference and the lesions in the CST and CRP. Last, the present study presents only a single case. Therefore, further studies are required to fully establish the connection between limb size discrepancies and lesions of the CST and CRP. 
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